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Abstract. Activity recognition for the purposes of recognizing a user’s
intentions using multimodal sensors is becoming a widely researched topic
largely based on the prevalence of the smartphone. Previous studies have
reported the difficulty in recognizing life-logs by only using a smartphone due
to the challenges with activity modeling and real-time recognition. In addition,
recognizing life-logs is difficult due to the absence of an established framework
which enables utilizing different sources of sensor data. In this paper, we
propose a smartphone based Hierarchical Activity Recognition Framework
which extends the Naïve Bayes approach for the processing of activity
modeling and real-time activity recognition. The proposed algorithm
demonstrates higher accuracy than the Naïve Bayes approach and also enables
the recognition of a user’s activities within a mobile environment. The proposed
algorithm has the ability to classify fifteen activities with an average
classification accuracy of 92.96%.
Keywords: Activity Recognition, Smartphone, Multimodal Sensors, Naïve
Bayes, Life-log.

1

Introduction

Activity Recognition (AR) solutions are capable of identifying physical actions, postures or movements using various sensors which have the ability to capture the intention and the condition of the current situation of the subject. Existing AR research has
utilized wearable sensors which have been attached on the human’s body or 2D/3D
cameras for the purposes of capturing video based images [1,2]. A range of studies
have also considered the use of mobile phones for the purposes of AR [3,4,5]. In these
studies, the data is collected using a mobile phone and the AR is normally performed
offline. Thus, the AR algorithms are not implemented in real-time on the phone and
the classification is not performed in real-time. In [6], an AR system running purely
on a smartphone is presented. The system can be trained on the mobile phone itself
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and also as the ability to perform the classification in real-time on the phone. The
recognition is based on features calculated using a geometric template matching
approach and a support vector machine (SVM) is used as the classifier.
There are multiple sensor devices embedded on a smartphone and the smartphone
is able to process collected data independently. For recognizing physical movements
of the user, accelerometer and gyroscope sensors are utilized. Also for gathering context data such as location, situation or environmental information, data from GPS,
proximity sensor and MIC are used. A smartphone also has enough storage space,
processing capability and communication modules. So we selected a smartphone as a
sensing and processing platform for recognizing human’s activities.
General AR is divided into two phase. Firstly a training phase is required to build
the activity models and secondly a recognition phase where based on activity models
the data collected is proposed. Probability-based AR algorithms for example hidden
markov models (HMM), SVM or k-nearest neighbor (kNN) are difficult to apply to
smartphone applications given that they requires sample data for modeling in addition
to their computational complexity [11].
In this paper, a lightweight activity modeling and recognition framework defined
as the Hierarchical Activity Recognition Framework (HARF) which enables the modeling and recognition the user activities on a smartphone is proposed. The proposed
HARF has the ability to recognize 15 activities and uses the accelerometer, Gyroscope, Proximity sensor and GPS modules all from the smartphone.

2

Related Works

AR using multimodal sensors on a smartphone has been widely investigated due to
the ability of the smartphone to collect various sensor data on a single mobile device.
Previous studies have considered recognizing the activities of walking and running
using accelerometer data [7,8] and moving activities by transportation using GPS data
[9,10]. Nevertheless, the majority of approaches have mainly considered a single
sensor and exploited multiple sensor data. To a certain extent this limits the type of
activities which can be recognized in addition to the recognition accuracy. In [11], the
researches utilizing multimodal sensors in a Smartphone are similar to this paper.
They have, however, used HMM and GMM algorithms which require significant
computing resources. In [2], the authors proved that utilizing multiple sensor data
helps to improve accuracy levels through a combination of accelerometer and audio
data.
There are several existing studies for activity modeling and recognition algorithms.
In [12], the authors used multiple sensors or heterogeneous sensors for recognizing
user’s activities by attaching to the body. The approach required a physical connection between the sensors, however, such an approach is not suitable for long-term AR.
For accelerometer data classification, several approaches to feature extraction and
classification have been investigated [13]. Nevertheless, existing approaches are difficult to apply to mobile devices which have relatively less resources than computers or
servers for the initial stages of training.
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Adaptive Naïve Bayes Algorithm

In this paper the Naïve Bayes algorithm is used as a basic algorithm for recognizing a
human’s activities. If the activity information of users is matched to the model which
has the highest possibilities among pre-constructed activities models, it is chosen by
the algorithm. Generally the Naïve Bayes classifier achieves faster modeling time and
less computation overheads than other machine learning algorithms. The Naïve Bayes
classifier can be generate an activity model quickly, however, it has several limitations such as relatively low processing speed and it is difficult to deploy into a mobile
environment which is resource constrained. In addition, one of the inherent characteristics of the Naïve Bayes classifier is that every attribute has the same priority which
results in a lower accuracy of posterior probability. In the current work, an Adaptive
Naïve Bayes approach is proposed in an effort to address the aforementioned issues.
Naïve Bayes is a statistical classification method which can estimate the possibility
of a given sample. The Naïve Bayes probabilistic model assumes that sample data
to
have possibilities to relating to an independent class C. The probability of C
| ,…,
after the sample data
…
are collected is
and which is referred
and
,
,…,
to as the posteriori probability. In order to calculate
| ,…,
are required. These can be estimated from training data and are referred to as
the boundary probability. By using Bayes’s theorem a posteriori probability is defined
as presented in equation (1):
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Only considering a maximization of
| ,…,
because
,…,
has
values to every class. If the boundary probability of the class is now known, only
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, … , | is calculated by the independent
assumption of Naïve Bayes. As a result, , … , can be classified as the class which
has the largest posteriori probability. If a sample data
is a classification attribute
and contains one value out of several limited values, a calculation of
| may be
made according to traditional probability. However the characteristic of the training
data for AR is continuous data. In this case, the distribution of probability is utilized
for calculating conditional probability. And the Gaussian distribution is utilized for
representing a distribution of .
|

1
2

(2)

In equation (2), the mean value of
in class is
and distribution is
, In
the current work, the proposed approach utilizes multiple sensor data gleaned from a
smartphone. Taking this into consideration a lightweight modeling and recognition
algorithm is therefore required due to the limited resources. In addition, given the
performance issues associated with the Naïve Bayes approach a lightweight classification algorithm A-NB, which enables activity modeling and recognition in a
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Smartphone, is proposed. When a system builds an activity model using Naïve Bayes,
the complexity of the calculation is dependent on the number of sample data i. If features for AR are increased, it requires significant processing capabilities while calculating the mean value
and the distribution
of data . For overcoming memory
overflow which may occur during real-time activity training, A-NB calculates the
mean and distribution values of data
periodically. The repetitive approach considering memory usage and efficiency is described below:
,σ

,

(3)

In equation (3),
is the number of collected data for time ,
is the mean of
data ,
is the mean of the square of data N and
is the distribution. If the
number of calculated mean and distribution is , the proposed A-NB approach calculates the total mean value by combining
to , the total distribution value by
mean value of
to
. In order to calculate the
|
value, equation (2) is
transformed to equation (4)
|

1
2

(4)

is the mean value of
… ,
is also the mean value of the distribution
… . Hence the mean and distribution are calculated by data sample , and by
| are able to can subsequentusing these values the posteriori probability
ly be calculated.

4

Proposed Hierarchical Activity Recognition Framework

Although the AR using multimodal sensors can increase recognizable activities and
enable the recognition various situations, it lowers the accuracy of the overall recognition result given that the classifier is required to consider more factors from input
data. In order to overcome this issue, HARF which recognizes activities in hierarchical approach has been proposed. The approach includes the ability to not only recognize a simple act, however, also to consider the spatial location of the user and their
activity within a given context. The approach also considers that there may be different meanings associated with the user’s location. The activities are categorized into 3
types as presented in Table 1.
Figure 1 depicts the proposed HARF architecture for real-time AR processing
based on the A-NB algorithm. If the A-NB is applied to AR, classification is
performed firstly using location information and the heuristic approach is applied as
described in Table 1. Once recognition is performing, a system recognizes the
location first for differentiating indoor (Home and Office) and outdoor. If the user is
at unregistered location, the system tries to recognize the current activity among
outdoor activities (Walking, Sitting, Standing, Jogging and Riding a car) with
heuristic-based approach. However if the user is at registered location, the system
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firstly look up the location-based activity list. If the user is at the home or office, the
system tries to recognize the activity using the proposed approach with multimodal
sensor data.
Table 1. Activity categorization for hierarchical activity recognition
Type

Area
Home

Location & multimodal
sensor based activity
recognition

Office

Outdoor

Location based activity
recognition

Outdoor

Heuristic based activity
recognition

Outdoor

Activity
Sensors
Walking
Sitting
Standing
Walking
Accelerometer,
Sitting
Gyroscope, Proximity and
Standing
GPS
Walking
Sitting
Standing
Jogging
Waiting for bus at bus stop
Having a meal at cafeteria
GPS
Exercising at gym
Visiting a park
Accelerometer,
Riding a car
Gyroscope, Proximity,
GPS and Heuristic

Fig. 1. Hierarchical AR framework for enhancing recognition accuracy
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Performance Evaluation

For the verification of the A-NB algorithms and the HARF framework, a real-time
AR system has been implemented in the form of a Smartphone application using the
Android OS. Table 2 presents the results of the AR using the developed Smartphone
application. The experiments were conducted on 15 activities including 4 location
based activities (Waiting for bus at bus stop, Having a meal at cafeteria, Exercising at
gym, Visiting a park). However, the results of recognizing 4 location based activities
are not presented. There was only 1 misrecognized case out of 200 testing samples.
Nevertheless, if the GPS on the Smartphone is guaranteed to work well, location
based activities are well recognized in the proposed system. Therefore, the experimental results in Table 2 present the accuracy of 11 activities without location-based
activities.
Table 2. Activity recognition accuracy table of 11 activities for validating proposed HARF
Location

Home

Office

Outdoor

Standing Walking Sitting Standing Walking Sitting Standing Walking Sitting Jogging Car

Standing 90.32 9.68 Home Walking 10.43 83.47 6.1 Sitting 2.56 98.44 Standing4.8
95.2 4.84 94.35 0.81
Office WalkingSitting 1.2
0.61 98.19
StandingWalkingOutdoor Sitting Jogging Car -

-

94.34 12.77
80.85
2.5 2.17
10.86
16.25
6.25

-

5.66 6.38 97.5 1.47 85.5
1.25 76.25

The recognition result of 15 activities shows an accuracy of 92.96% and the result
of 11 activities, without activities based on only location, is 90.4%. There are several
cases which show different accuracy on the same activities. This indicates that the
activity can be recognized differently on where the activities took place. For example,
walking activities in the home or outdoors are seldom recognized as a standing activity given that the user is frequently stopped for changing a direction. The recognition
accuracy of both sitting and standing activities are relatively higher than others because of their static characteristic. In the case of jogging and car, there are some misrecognition results because a jogging activity is similar to walking and a car is frequently stopped or driven slowly.
A performance comparison of the HARF and the Naïve Bayes algorithm is presented in Figure 2. The result of the Naive Bayes and the proposed HARF are 81.17%
and 89.88% respectively. In the case of recognizing Car Driving, HARF showed 76%
and but the Naïve Bayes showed a lower accuracy of around 50%.
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Classification Accuracy (%)
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Fig. 2. Accuracy comparison between Naïve Bayes and HARF for 15 activities

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a personalized activity modeling and real-time activity
recognition framework for understanding a human’s intention or requirements based
on multimodal sensors in a Smartphone. A Hierarchical Activity Recognition Framework for modeling and recognizing user activities on resource restricted smartphone
was proposed. For compensating a memory overflow error which may occur within
the constrained resources of the smartphone when considering data from multimodal
sensors, we proposed a hierarchical activity modeling and recognition approach. The
testing results show that the proposed system can recognize 15 activities with an accuracy of 92.96%. This is 10.73% higher than using a conventional Naïve Bayes
approach.
The proposed HARF exhibited relatively high accuracy when recognizing simple
or fixed patterns of activities (jogging, standing). In the case of activities such as riding a car or walking, which may have various patterns, it showed lower accuracy. In
order to compensate for these problems, other studies using not only smartphone,
however, external sensor devices or utilizing environmental sound are required. A
compound approach utilizing multimodal sensor data and external sensor data is
expected to enhance the accuracy of activity modeling and recognition.
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